Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden
Home Safari – Okapi Crossword Puzzle
Across
4. What is our father okapi's name?
8. How do okapi communicate (word that means below our hearing level)?
9. What is unique about the okapi's tongue?
11. What is another name for a female okapi?
12. Where does an okapi calf live until it is old enough to travel with its mom?
15. What is neat about an okapi's hair?
18. What does the male okapi have on his head (that female okapi don't)?
19. What do the zookeepers feed the okapi?
20. What do the zookeepers do every day to keep the okapi mentally and physically stimulated?
21. What area of the zoo can you find the okapi habitat?
Down
1. What is our mother okapi's name?
2. What animal is this crossword puzzle about?
3. What do you call a baby okapi?
5. What is the okapi's only relative?
6. What type of habitat does the okapi live in?
7. What does the okapi eat in the forest?
10. What is another name for a male okapi?
13. What is the conservation status of the okapi?
14. What country are the okapi native to?
15. What pattern do okapi have on their hind legs (and helps the calf follow its mother in dark forest)?
16. What is our okapi calf's name?
17. What size ears do okapi have?
Word Bank:
Note: Use each word once. Write two word phrases as one word.
Congo
Browse
Endangered
WaterRepellant
Calf
AfalfaHay
Large
Forest
Sire
Kuvua
Dam
Nest
Riley
Giraffe
Okapi
Ossicones
Infrasonic
Velvet
Enrichment
WhiteStripes

Veldt
Kiloro
Prehensile

SOLUTION:
Across
4. What is our father okapi's name? Kiloro
8. How do okapi communicate (word that means below our hearing level)? Infrasonic
9. What is unique about the okapi's tongue? Prehensile
11. What is another name for a female okapi? Dam
12. Where does an okapi calf live until it is old enough to travel with its mom? Nest
15. What is neat about an okapi's hair? Water Repellant (write as one word)
18. What does the male okapi have on his head (that female okapi don't)? Ossicones
19. What do the zookeepers feed the okapi? Alfalfa Hay (write as one word)
20. What do the zookeepers do every day to keep the okapi mentally and physically stimulated? Enrichment
21. What area of the zoo can you find the okapi habitat? Veldt
Down
1. What is our mother okapi's name? Kuvua
2. What animal is this crossword puzzle about? Okapi
3. What do you call a baby okapi? Calf
5. What is the okapi's only relative? Giraffe
6. What type of habitat does the okapi live in? Forest
7. What does the okapi eat in the forest? Browse
10. What is another name for a male okapi? Sire
13. What is the conservation status of the okapi? Endangered
14. What country are the okapi native to? Congo
15. What pattern do okapi have on their hind legs (and helps the calf follow its mother in dark forest)? White Stripes (write as
one word)
16. What is our okapi calf's name? Riley
17. What size ears do okapi have? Large

